Math or Chemistry got you sweating?

We can help. Pre-semester refresher courses
FALL 2015 & SPRING 2016

Math Refresher Workshops
MATH 10 (Intermediate Algebra Review) // MATH 15 (Precalculus Review)

WHAT?
A one-week review workshop offered the week before fall and spring semesters begin, geared towards students who need a quick math refresher if:

MATH 10:
- you are close to qualifying for MATH 1030, 1050,1090 (College-level Algebra)
- you have qualified for MATH 1030, 1050,1090 (College-level Algebra) and you want a refresher class to ensure you are confident and fully prepared

MATH 15:
- you are close to qualifying for MATH 1210 (Calculus)
- you have qualified for MATH 1210 (Calculus) and you want a refresher class to ensure you are confident and fully prepared

WHEN?
FALL 2015:
August 17-21, 2015
M, 3-7 PM  TWTh, 4-7 PM  F, 3-5 PM

SPRING 2016:
January 4-8, 2016
M, 3-7 PM  TWTh, 4-7 PM  F, 3-5 PM

WHERE?
The LeRoy Cowles Building (LCB) on the U of U campus.

HOW MUCH?
$195 (includes pre- & post-Accuplacer testing)

For more information, please contact:
Janet Goff
U of U Continuing Education
(801) 585-9963 | janet.goff@continue.utah.edu

Michael Vanopstall
U of U Department of Mathematics
(801) 585-5435 | opstall@math.utah.edu

Chemistry Refresher Workshop
CHEM 10 (Refresh Your Chemistry)

WHAT?
This is an intensive (1.5 hours a day/5 days a week) 2 week class to refresh students on some core concepts of chemistry. It will prepare them to be successful in their first semester of general chemistry.

WHEN?
FALL 2015:
August 10-21, 2015
MTWThF, 12:30-2:00 PM

WHERE?
Stewart Building 208

HOW MUCH?
$150 (includes pre- & post-Accuplacer testing)

For more information, please contact:
Janet Goff
U of U Continuing Education
(801) 585-9963 | janet.goff@continue.utah.edu

David Thomas
U of U Department of Chemistry
(801) 585-3419 | d.r.thomas@utah.edu

REGISTER ONLINE
through the Campus Information System (CIS) or call (801) 581-7155

Registration note: to add a noncredit class, you must first select “Add a Non-Credit Career to my Record” from the “Student Records” box on your student tab.